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Perform What-If Analysis
Adjust territories between branches and drivers 
to simulate the effect on your bottom line


Integrate New Customers
Modify territories to support new customers


Evenly Distribute Workload
Balance territories based on revenue, 
geographic size, service type, and more


Branch Location Distribution
Identify the best location to add, move, or 
consolidate branches


Plan for Resource Changes
Determine when to contract or expand 
resources based on customer demand

Are you hiring employees today that you wished you had 
yesterday? How do you decide if you should reduce your team 
size? With mobi’s territory planning solution, you are able to 
quickly make impactful, strategic decisions based on modeled financial results generated by your 
new territories. 

With mobi.Territory, not only you can strategically forecast changes in work areas, you will know 
when it’s the right time to expand or contract your team.   Simply drag-and-drop service area 
boundaries to create new regions and mobi.Territory will automagically calculate revenue and 
expenses for each region. 

Quickly find the right balance of fixed cost, variable cost, and revenue to determine the size of 
your service area and where to deploy your available resources.
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Effortlessly Visualize Work Distribution
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Visualize the impact of 
resource trade-offs

Test drive scenarios 
before committing 

resources

Uncover valuable 
insights and make 
informed decisions

Model the effects of 
customer demand 

changes
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Smarter Regions
mobi.Territory balances your workload and 
resources for the future, which allows for effective 
long-range planning and profit maximization. With 
this solution, you are able to customize numerous 
configurations including map regions, driver 
attributes, and customer requirements to build 
optimized zones.    Whether it’s resource planning based on historic volumes, revenue balancing 
or customer preference, it’s a breeze to shape your business for success.

Plan for Profitability



steers businesses to a more profitable future.
®

Founded in 1996, mobi’s location-based solutions and 
analytics help businesses drive down costs, increase 
customer satisfaction and improve productivity.

The mobi Difference
mobi’s software solutions are flexible, giving 
you the ability to select applications that 
support your specific business needs and goals. 
Our modular products seamlessly connect to 
your existing applications.


